TO&E Amendments 1944
Revision Date: 13th September 2006 (Draft)
The following amendments to the Spearhead TO&E apply.
German:
To represent late war German Kampfgrups German battalions may be purchased with cross-attachments pre-calculated. For example a
1944 Panzer battalion may have two Panzer companies and one Panzer Grenadier companies. The Panzer Grenadiers can be with or
without transport.
To represent the increasing failure to comply with full TO&E 1944 & 1945 support elements as defined in the TO&E may be downgraded
by using a cheaper support weapon, as defined by the points system, of a similar role. Examples include, an Ostwind may be
represented by a self-propelled or towed 20mm or 37mm AA weapon, a Pak40 anti-tank gun may be replaced by a Pak 38 or a fighting
battalion’s reconnaissance tank may be replaced by a lighter reconnaissance vehicle, such as a motorcycle stand.
Additional support units can include:
Up to one company with either:
1 Company of 1 to 2 Veteran morale Tiger 1 or Tiger II or
1 Company of 1 to 2 Regular morale heavy self-propelled anti-tank guns consisting entirely of JadgPanthers or
1 Company of 1 Regular morale Elephant.
1 Company of 1 to 3 Regular morale self-propelled anti-tank guns consisting entirely of: Jagpanzer IV or Hetzers replacing
Stugs or Marders in divisional anti-tank battalion. Volks Grenadier Divisions can only substitute Hetzers for Stugs or Marders.
Up to one Artillery Battalion with:
1 Werfer Battalion with 2 or 3 Nebelwerfers with a FAO.
German Fallschirmjager formations can have up to one company of the Anti-Tank battalion replaced with either:
1 Company of 1 to 2 Marders or
1 Company of 1 to 2 Semovente M40-42. (Italian theatre only)
These are the only armoured options available to German Paratroops.
British:
Additional support units can include:
Up to one Tank or Armoured Regiment, or part, drawn from a Tank or Armoured Brigade.
These may be used to support a list from an infantry division. They may fight as a fighting battalion or be allocated as support troops.
Up to two artillery batteries, counting as a “battalion” each consisting of:
2 5.5” guns with trucks, no FAO
Russian:
Russian “Corps” count as divisions within the Spearhead rules.
Small Russian divisional support battalions, which do not comprise separate companies such as the 1944 Tank Corps Tank Destroyer
Regiment of four SU-85s, count as one company for attachment purposes. They may also be fielded as Reduced Battalions as
described in 3.0. See also the clarifications file for defining command stands in small Russian battalions.
Additional support units can include:
Up to two Artillery battalions with:
3 122/22 howitzer and trucks, no FAO
Up to one Artillery battalions with:
3 152/29 howitzer and trucks, no FAO or
2 BM-13 Katyushas, no FAO.
Tank Corps: For each T34/85 battalion a T34/76 battalion must be purchased with at least an equal or greater number of T34/76 stands.
Infantry Division: Attached from Army Assets where the tanks are either KV-1, KV-85 or IS-2
Up to one Breakthrough Regiment with:
1 HQ Stand in car or truck
4 or 6 Heavy Tank stands
3 SMG stands (ride on tanks)

